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1 SUMMARY 

1.1 Full planning permission is sought by Persimmon Homes East for a 
development comprising 198 residential units, access, open space, 
landscaping and associated infrastructure on land south east of Plean. 

1.2 The application is brought to Planning and Regulation Panel as it is a Major 
planning application under the terms of the Town and Country Planning 
(Hierarchy of Developments)(Scotland) Regulations 2009. 

2 OFFICER RECOMMENDATION(S) 

The Panel agrees to refuse the application for the following reasons: 

2.1 in the opinion of the Planning Authority, the proposal is contrary to Primary 
Policy 1 (Placemaking) since it is considered that the proposed development 
is not designed and sited in relation to the character and amenity of the place 
where it is located; 

2.2 in the opinion of the Planning Authority, the proposal is contrary to Policy 1.1 
(Site Planning) since it is considered that the proposed development will not 
contribute in a positive manner to the quality of the surrounding environment;  

2.3 in the opinion of the Planning Authority, the proposal is contrary to Policy 3.1 
(Addressing the Travel Demands of New Development) since insufficient 
information has been submitted for the Planning Authority to conclude that the 
development can be safely accessed by motor vehicles; and 

2.4 in the opinion of the Planning Authority, the proposal is contrary to Policy 3.3 
(Developer Contributions) since no land has been made available on site for 
the provision of education facilities, and it has not been demonstrated that the 
developer contribution required for this proposal would not adversely impact 
on the deliverability of the remainder of the 500 unit site.  Also, the developer 
has not confirmed that they will provide developer contributions for new, 
extended or improved public infrastructure, facilities or services or that they 



 
 

will provide a fair and reasonable contribution relative to new or expanded 
local health service infrastructure. 

3 CONSIDERATIONS 

The Site 

3.1 The site extends to approximately 8 hectares and is currently open, 
undulating farmland.  It lies to the south east of Torburn 
Avenue/Cushenquarter Drive and east of the A9 Main Street and a play area 
adjacent to the Main Street.  The site lies north of William Simpson’s Home 
and south of the access track which leads to the sewage works (off 
Cushenquarter Drive). 

The Proposal 

3.2 The proposal seeks detailed planning permission for 198 houses.  The 
houses proposed are a mix of sizes and types with detached, semi-detached 
and terraced units.  The development is to be served off a new access which 
will be a priority junction onto the A9 Main Street.  The proposal then includes 
a main access road through the development with several secondary 
accesses served off this main road.  It is proposed that the main access road 
branches within the site.  The branch road running north leads to a ‘future 
access road’, indicated outwith the site, which could lead to Bruce Street.  
The branch of the access road that continues east serves a loop of housing 
but would stop at the site edge and could lead to a future development, as 
demonstrated on the site plan by the delineation of the road beyond the site 
boundary.  

3.3 The proposal also includes a pedestrian link to the north to Torburn 
Avenue/Cushenquarter Drive as well as areas of open space and a large 
SUDS basin.  

Previous History 

3.4 There are no applications within recent years of relevance to this proposal. 

Development Plan Policy 

3.5 Development Plan policies of relevance include: Primary Policy 1: 
Placemaking; Policy 1.1: Site Planning; Policy 1.2: Design Process; Policy 
1.3: Green Network and Open Space; Primary Policy 2: Supporting the Vision 
and Spatial Strategy; Policy 2.1: Housing Land Requirement; Policy 2.2: 
Planning for Mixed Communities and Affordable Housing; Policy 2.3: 
Particular Needs Housing and Accommodation; Policy 2.10: Housing in the 
Countryside; Primary Policy 3: Provision of Infrastructure; Policy 3.1: 
Addressing the Travel Demands of New Development; Policy 3.2: Site 
Drainage; Policy 3.3: Developer Contributions; Primary Policy 4: Greenhouse 
Gas Reduction; Primary Policy 5: Flood Risk Management; Primary Policy 6: 
Resource Use and Waste Management; Primary Policy 7: Historic 
Environment; Policy 7.1: Archaeology & Historic Building Recording; Primary 
Policy 8: Conservation and Enhancement of Biodiversity; Policy 8.1: 
Biodiversity Duty; Policy 9.2: Landscaping and Planting in association with 



 
 

Development; Primary Policy 10: Forests, Woodlands and Trees; Policy 10.1: 
Development Impact on Trees and Hedgerows; Primary Policy 13: The Water 
Environment. 

3.6 The Local Development Plan is supported by the following Supplementary 
Guidance which is of relevance: SG01; SG02; SG04; SG06; SG10; SG14; 
SG15; SG16; SG18; SG19; SG23; SG29; SG31; SG32; SG34. 

3.7 Other Material Policy Considerations – Local Development Plan Review - 
Stirling Council has commenced an early review of the adopted Local 
Development Plan. 

3.8 Stirling Local Development Plan: Proposed Plan, June 2016 - The relevant 
policies of the plan remain substantively unchanged, with the exception of 
Primary Policy 2 and Policy 2.1.  Primary Policy 2 no longer states that should 
allocated sites prove ineffective, this will be addressed in the first instance 
through consideration of advancing identified alternatives from Phase 2 
(2019-24) or Period 2 (2024-34).   

3.9 The site to which this application relates was considered under issue 43 of 
the examination.  Recommendation 43(2) in the Report of Examination is to 
modify the site phasing and capacity to 200 units in Period 1 Phase 1 
(2015/2022); 150 units in Period 1 Phase 2 (2022/2027); and 150 units in 
Period 2 (2027/2037). 

3.10 The Council has not yet progressed a Modified Local Development Plan to 
Council for approval.  However, the terms of the Reporter’s examination 
report as set out in paragraph 3.9 are a significant material consideration in 
determining this planning application. 

Assessment 

3.11 Planning Policy – The adopted Local Development Plan (2014) identifies this 
site for a future plan noting that 500 units are proposed for Period 2 
(2024/34).  This proposal is therefore not entirely consistent with the adopted 
Local Development Plan as it is proposed develop the site prior to 2024/34.  
The Proposed Plan (2016) allocates 100 units on this site within Phase 2 
(2022/2027) however this proposal is for 198 units and is therefore contrary to 
the Proposed Plan.  

3.12 In the Report of Examination for the new Local Development Plan the 
Reporter, noting the identified shortfall in housing land and the evidence 
provided regarding school capacity, concluded that it would be appropriate to 
allocate this site for 500 units (200 Phase 1: Period 1, 150 Phase 2: Period 1 
and 150 Period 2).  The Reporter has therefore recommended that this site 
should be allocated for 500 units which is a significant material consideration 
in the determination of this application. 

3.13 Scottish Planning Policy states a presumption in favour of development.  In 
circumstances such as this where the more recent policy position provides for 
development then the balance of considerations, in weighing up the policy 
merits of a planning application, falls in favours of development.  Therefore, 
notwithstanding the terms of adopted Local Development Plan or the 
Proposed Local Development Plan, it is considered that the principle of 
housing for 500 (or 198) units at this location is acceptable. 



 
 

 

3.14 Transport - The Transport Assessment submitted with the application 
indicated that the main site access could be created by means of a priority 
junction with Main Street.  The Transport Assessment also indicated that the 
layout of the junction could be accommodated wholly within the site frontage 
and the adopted road boundary. 

3.15 Whilst the Transport Assessment proposed a priority junction, the information 
supporting this proposal was not sufficient since no associated drawings were 
submitted for the priority junction nor any details of traffic calming measures. 

3.16 It is therefore considered that insufficient information has been submitted to 
support the provision of a priority junction as the primary access in terms of its 
deliverability against design standards and achieving a safe point of vehicular 
access and as such it is considered that this proposal is contrary to Policy 
3.1. 

3.17 Education – In correspondence between the developer and Children’s 
Services which took place on application 17/00440/PPP, Children’s Services 
confirmed that the pupil ratios had been revised to 0.29 primary school pupils 
per unit and 0.18 secondary school pupils per unit.  The revised pupil ratios 
would affect secondary school contributions with any primary school solution 
to be fully provided for by the developer.  At this point Children’s Services 
also confirmed that, should Plean Primary School be extended to its capacity, 
it would have capacity for a development of up to 198 units (taking into 
account committed development at Touchill Farm).  Children’s Services 
confirmed that with a 3 classroom extension, East Plean Primary School 
would have capacity to accommodate the 57 pupils projected to be generated 
by this development.  Children’s Services stated that the development would 
generate a secondary school pupil product of 36 pupils therefore the 
developer would need to make a contribution towards the mitigation for future 
secondary education provision since Bannockburn High School has predicted 
long term capacity issues.  

3.18 Beyond 198 units, the Education Authority has confirmed that the school 
could not be extended and that other solutions, for example, a two campus 
solution would be required.  To enable this solution land requires to be found 
within the wider Cushenquarter housing site (for 500 units).  This planning 
application does not include land for the two campus solution or any 
educational floorspace provision.  It is also considered that placing an 
obligation to provide the two campus solution on the residual of the site (for 
302 units) could potentially prejudice the wider development. 

3.19 Placemaking - LDP Policies Primary Policy 1 (Placemaking) and Policy 1.1.  
(Site Planning) both make clear a requirement for all new development to 
ensure that it positively and sensitively takes account of, and connects with its 
surroundings.  In the case of the application site, the site is located to the 
edge of the existing settlement, adjacent to existing playing fields, with open 
countryside beyond.  The very arbitrary nature of the application site raises 
concerns as to how robust or appropriate an edge to the settlement the 
development would establish.  This is particularly the case to the eastern 
edge of the proposals, which would see rear gardens and boundary fences 
defining the boundary of the settlement, and an awkwardly shaped area of 
landscaped open space, bearing no relation to existing physical or landscape 



 
 

features.  The application does not include any details as to how this would 
then transition into the adjoining countryside.  This situation is compounded 
by the development proposed along the northern boundary of the site.  The 
information submitted indicates that a significant level of ground re-modelling 
is required in order to form a ‘platform’ for development and to accommodate 
the northernmost roadway.  This remodelling extends into a well-defined 
landform adjacent to the water course.  It is of concern that this remodelling 
will result in a development which appears visually incongruous and ‘imposed’ 
on the landscape and current topography of the site. 

3.20 The mix of parking arrangements (in-curtilage, on street and private 
courtyards) is supported however, the streetscape is often dominated by car 
parking as a result of a proliferation of house types with double width 
driveways located in close proximity and large areas of on-street car parking, 
particularly parking associated with Plots 101-131.  This results in little 
opportunity for landscaping/planting to visually soften these area.  
Furthermore, the proliferation of a standard plot arrangement of double width 
front driveway results in a very regular building line and negates many 
opportunities to vary the building line and provide additional interest within the 
streetscape. 

3.21 It is considered that the entrance to the development is weak in design terms.  
Since the buildings are set relatively far back, there is no strong or consistent 
building line defining the entrance.  The line of trees proposed along the edge 
of the open space will have limited impact.  Utilising open space/landscaping 
to announce the entrance is diluted by the presence of car parking provision, 
an electricity substation and the lack of a coherent structure to the 
landscaping to both sides of the entrance at this point.  

3.22 The landscape and open space strategy for the development is 
underwhelming.  The open space proposed within the site is relegated to a 
series of areas towards the edges of the development, awkward in shape, 
with a planting strategy which limits any multi-functional use.  In the case of 
the rectangular area of open space along the southern boundary with the 
William Simpson Home, this is a significant area of land which will 
accommodate an equally large Sustainable Urban Drainage System (SUDS) 
basin.  Due to its width and length, the buildings surrounding it, whilst facing 
it, do not have the necessary scale to offer a degree of enclosure to the 
space.  Consequently, without this space being well designed, in terms of 
uses and planting to aid breaking down its scale, it will appear as an overly 
large area of grass surrounding a SUDS pond.  Furthermore, the landscape 
proposal to seed the majority of the available space with long grass, would 
appear to limit the uses of this area.  Overall, it is therefore considered that 
this proposal is contrary to Primary Policy 1 and Policy 1.1 

3.23 Education & Health Care Provision – The Design and Access Statement 
submitted in support of the application states that although “there have been 
discussions relating to a wider masterplan for this part of Plean, one that 
includes fields to the south east of the application the site has largely been 
assessed and designed as a stand alone extension to Plean”.  Nonetheless, 
this site would be the likely location for any school campus or GP surgery.  
The NHS Forth Valley have responded however that they would not seek nor 
object to land being reserved for a GP surgery.  Whilst residential 
development could take place on this site, it is considered that land should be 



 
 

provided to allow for the provision of necessary infrastructure which is 
required to serve the wider (H069) site development. 

3.24 Whilst the proposals are not wholly consistent with the Stirling Council: Local 
Development Plan 2014 and are contrary to the Proposed Plan 2016, the 
recommendations of the Reporter examining the Stirling Council Local 
Development Plan (2) are a significant material consideration.  Together with 
the presumption in favour of development provided in Scottish Planning 
Policy, it is considered that the principle of housing development (for 198 
units) on this site is acceptable. 

3.25  The design concerns set out in para 3.19--3.22 mean that on these matters 
alone it is considered that it is not possible to recommend planning approval.  
In addition the lack of detail for access provision on an application seeking full 
planning permission is deficient.  It is therefore recommended that the 
planning application be refused. 

Objections 

3.26 Two letters of comment have been received.  One noted the lack of ecological 
survey and the other raised comments regarding the increase in traffic on the 
A9, overlooking issues, lack of facilities within the village to support the 
development and anti-social behaviour of new residents.  

Response, an ecological survey was submitted; Roads did not raise any 
concern with regard to the increase in traffic on the A9; overlooking issues will 
not arise given the distance between the proposed houses and the objector’s 
house; Plean is a village of a suitable size to provide facilities and this 
development may increase usage of village services and amenities; anti-social 
behaviour of new residents is not a material planning consideration. 

4 POLICY/RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS AND CONSULTATIONS 

Policy Implications   

Equality Impact Assessment No 

Strategic Environmental Assessment No 

Key Priorities No 

Single Outcome Agreement No 

Diversity (age, disability, gender, race, religion, sexual orientation) No 

Sustainability (community, economic, environmental) No 

Effect on Council’s green house gas emissions No Effect 

Strategic/Service Plan No 

Existing Policy or Strategy No 

Risk No 

Resource Implications  

Financial No 

People No 

Land and Property or IT Systems No 

Consultations  
Internal or External Consultations Yes 



 
 

Equality Impact Assessment 

4.1 This application was assessed in terms of equality and human rights.  Any 
impact has been identified in the Considerations/Assessment section of this 
report. 

Strategic Environmental Assessment 

4.2 Not required. 

Key Priorities 

4.3 Not applicable. 

Single Outcome Agreement 

4.4 Not required. 

Other Policy Implications 

4.5 None 

Risk 

4.6 None 

Resource Implications 

4.7 None 

Consultations 

4.8 Roads Development Control:  The Transport Assessment submitted does 
not provide sufficient evidence on which Stirling Council can based 
conclusions of the development’s transport impact.  Recommend refusal of 
planning application. 

4.9 Children's Services: The proposed development cannot be accommodated 
within the existing facilities at East Plean Primary School.  The Authority 
therefore requires the developer to fund a three classroom extension to East 
Plean Primary School to support this proposal.  Developer contributions will 
be expected on a per unit basis for secondary provision.  Capacity is 
predicted to be breached by 2022/23 and therefore the extension would have 
to be carried out prior to this.  A development of 198 would have a primary 
school pupil product of 57 pupils which would amount to a 3 classroom 
extension.  A 3 classroom extension is anticipated to cost £750,000 
(excluding VAT, external works, temporary accommodation, alterations to 
existing structure and costs associated with complying with Building 
Regulations).  

4.10 A development of 198 would have a secondary school pupil product of 36 
pupils.  Based on current projections, Bannockburn High School has 
predicted long term capacity issues.  Developers are expected to contribute 
on a per unit basis towards the mitigation for future secondary education 
provision.  Section 75 contributions made will directly contribute toward the 
catchment secondary school solution.  



 
 

4.11 Service Manager (Environmental Health):  Initial response of 22 November 
2017 noted that no information regarding contaminated land or noise had 
been submitted.  (Applicant submitted Noise Assessment 29 November and 
Site Investigation Report on 30 November).  No comments to make with 
regard to the odour assessment.  Air Quality Assessment – recommend that 
good design principles are adopted to reduce emissions and contribute to 
better air quality.  Information sought with regard to acoustic barriers 
proposed and measures required for this development (as opposed to the 
development of 500 units which was also encompassed within the Noise 
Report). 

4.12 Scottish Environment Protection Agency (East):  No objection.  Advice 
provided with regard to surface water drainage, flooding, air quality,  

4.13 Scottish Water:  No response received to date. 

4.14 Housing Strategy & Development:  Plean is currently a low priority for the 
delivery of new social rented housing, therefore the preference is for a 
financial contribution calculated using the methodology set out in the 
supplementary guidance (SG04) on affordable housing.  This would result in 
a financial contribution of £1,856,250.  Alternatively, the developer may wish 
to utilise this financial contribution to deliver circa 15 social rented housing 
units (7.5%) on site at nil cost to the Council. 

4.15 Land Services Team Leader:  In terms of the current application, there are 
no proposals contained within the documentation submitted in terms of any 
play provision within the open space proposed.  Previously comments on a 
site masterplan, which included this development site, recommended that 
there should be provision for a mix of on-site/off-site children's play facilities. 

4.16 On-site provision should be designed in line with guidance contained within 
SG02 and cater for toddler and older children.  The design of on-site provision 
should ideally allow expansion should a further adjacent development occur.  

4.17 In terms of off-site provision, suggest given the increased use/pressure the 
development shall place on the facility, a contribution be provided towards 
upgrading of the nearby community MUGA, at a lesser that SG02 level of 
£1000 per unit, taking account of on-site provision. 

4.18 Mechanisms for Management and Maintenance - The Council’s preferred 
approach is that a requirement for management and maintenance of on-site 
open space is placed in the title deeds of all new properties: 

4.18.1 Landownership: Property owners will own title to all common areas of 
open space within new developments. 

4.18.2 Initial determination of maintenance specification: Maintenance 
specification of the common areas of open space will be agreed 
between the Council and developers as a condition of planning 
approval. 

4.18.3 Long term control of maintenance specification: Property owners will 
have longer term control over all common areas of open space within 
new developments. 



 
 

4.18.4 Management and Maintenance: Developers are required to make 
factoring arrangements in new developments.  Landowners will have a 
responsibility to manage the maintenance operations in the long term 
via the appointed factor. 

4.18.5 Funding of Maintenance: The developer of the new property will be 
responsible for funding maintenance of common areas of open space 
for the first year.  Following this, property owners will be responsible 
for maintenance costs to the appointed factor on an equitable basis as 
set out in title deeds. 

4.18.6 Enforcement Position: If the developer fails to establish these 
arrangements or maintenance is not carried out to the required 
standards legal action may be taken by the Council to enforce the 
requirement in the title deeds. 

4.19 NHS Forth Valley:  No response received to date. 

5 BACKGROUND PAPERS 

5.1 Planning Application file 17/00834/FUL.  File can be viewed online at:   

https://pabs.stirling.gov.uk/online-
applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=OYFD8SPI
M3S00  

6 APPENDICES 

6.1 Appendix 1 – Location of Development Plan. 

Author(s) 
Name Designation Telephone Number/E-mail 

Jane Brooks-Burnett Senior Planning Officer 01786 233672, 
brooksburnettj@stirling.gov.u
k 

Christina Cox Service Manager – Planning 
& Building Standards 

01786 233682, 
coxc@stirling.gov.uk 
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Reproduced by permission of Ordnance Survey on behalf of HMSO. © Crown copyright and database right 2017.  All rights 
reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100020780 

  



 
 

 


